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The new school year has just begun and we're prepared for the autumn with the Regn Kappa raincoat from children’s outdoorclothing expert Kozi Kidz. The Swedish designed Regn Kappa combines highly functional, PU fabric with an attractive, traditional
raincoat design that will perfectly complement your child’s school uniform – or just make going out in the rain more fun.
The longer-length cut helps to protect the upper legs and seat from wet weather, the lightweight Regn Kappa raincoat offers
exceptional functionality for both the playground and everyday use. We chose size 6 to 7 (as opposed to the 4 to 5) for Harriet which
was a bit large. The length is perfect (knee length) but the sleeves seem disproportionately long and have to be rolled up which hides
the reflective strips. The hood detaches easily, helping prevent the risk of injury should your child get caught while playing.
These bright and practical coats are made from soft and stretchy PU coated polyester fabric that is comfortable for active youngsters
to wear. Offering 100 per cent protection from wind and rain thanks to its impressive 5000mm water column, every item in the PU
collection has been designed to offer no compromise when it comes to staying warm and dry outdoors.
Advanced features such as welded seams and a water-resistant, YKK zip, complete with a protective, poppered storm flap,
guarantee that even the smallest droplet of water won’t seep through.
The Regn Kappa raincoats can be machine washed (but do not use fabric conditioner) or hosed down to ensure they remain
looking smart and pristine.

PWT rating: ♥♥♥♥♥
For more information about the new Regn Kappa raincoat, visit Kozi Kids.
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